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Understand Your Users (So they can understand you!)
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Want to build usable applications? The key is understanding your users— so say the HCM User 

Experience team of Teena Singh and Lulit Bezuayehu. Oracle User Experience recently hosted 

two workshops to inform Oracle employees and business partners about best practices—focusing 

on ways to gather user data and feedback to ensure successful Oracle software implementation.

Workshop #1 focused on understanding users. Singh, Principal Product Manager of HCM User 

Experience and Bezuayehu, User Experience Architect of HCM User Experience covered basic 

ways Oracle employees and consultants can gather and use important information about users 

before code is written. This leads to crucial end goals — user friendly software applications and 

brand loyalty.

Much of the workshop focused on creating user profiles and personas, specifically:

• User profiles drive the structure and terminology used in 

an application

– For instance, the menus, features and controls are grouped according to that 

user’s functional needs 

• The way the software organizes tasks and task sequences and the language it uses 

depends on who its users are and how they work 



• If you know your user profile, the designer/developer of a customization will understand 

why the application may need to be altered 

Another key topic was aligning user and business needs as much as possible.

Sten Vesterli, Senior Principal Consultant from Scott/Tiger Consulting, had some insightful 

feedback during the workshop. 

“What if business and user needs don’t align?” Vesterli said. “For instance, the business wants 

users to field so many calls per day but users cannot keep pace because the system: 1. Won’t 

allow them to work quickly and efficiently and/or 2. Business goals force users to cut corners and 

provide poor customer service because of quotas.” 

Bezuayehu replied, “This is where UX can really help companies by being the middle man and 

communicating the pain points of users. Users might be afraid to complain about software 

functions, quotas or other policies that limit their effectiveness and efficiency. We are strong 

advocates for the end user.”

The workshop proved to be an interesting and informative look at improving user experience to 

increase a client’s productivity and ROI.

Are you in tune with your users? Would you be interested in attending a similar workshop? 

Please let us know and visit the UX Direct website to learn more!

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/topics/ux/applications/uxd-1601426.html

